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1st part of the talk: 1st order composition information 

(fraction of planet’s mass that is H/He) for low-mass low-

density (LMLD) planets from thermal evolution modeling, 

plus the role of evaporative hydrodynamic mass loss

2nd part of the talk: Towards 2nd order composition 

information from the spectra of the atmospheres of LMLD 

planets (looking for molecules), the problems that arise, 

and how to possibly circumvent them



Low-Mass Low-Density Planets

Courtesy of Eric Lopez



Low-Mass Low-Density Planets

Courtesy of Eric Lopez



Thermal Evolution of LMLD Planets

 1st order composition:  what fraction of 

planet’s mass is H/He envelope?

 Relatively flat mass-radius relation 

suggests one can constrain mass fraction 

of H/He without mass measurements



Radius as a Proxy for Composition

Fressin et al. (2013)

Lopez & 

Fortney 

(2014)



Implementing Radius as a Proxy for Composition

Wolfgang & Lopez (2014), Kepler planets within 0.15 AU





Lopez, Fortney, & Miller (2012)

Sculpted by Atmospheric Mass Loss



Lopez, Fortney, & Miller (2012)

Sculpted by Atmospheric Mass Loss

• Simple modeling framework reproduces observations

• Large XUV fluxes at young ages and large radii leads to most 

mass loss within first 100 Myr

• We are likely seeing a remnant population



Updated from Lopez & Fortney (2014), courtesy Eric Lopez

Sculpted by Atmospheric Mass Loss



Thermal Evolution of LMLD Planets with Mass Loss

• Thermal evolution with mass loss due to UV-driven evaporation

• Can transform the very nature of planets

Lopez & Fortney (2013)



LMLD Evolution Findings

 LMLD planets can undergo significant radius evolution over 

time, in particular at young ages.  This, plus high XUV fluxes 

lead to mass loss

 Evidence for mass loss, reproduced by a simple couple 

evolution + mass loss model, looks very strong

 At Gyr+ ages, radius is mostly insensitive to mass, which 

can be exploited to constrain H/He mass fraction for a large 

number of planets (See Wolfgang & Lopez, 2015)

 Offshoot of this work (Luger et al. 2015):  Transformation of 

1-2 MEarth LMLD planets into evaporated cores in M dwarf 

habitable zones



Atmospheres

 Apparently huge numbers of these relatively close-in planets 

have H-dominated envelopes of ~1-10% (or more) in mass

 These envelopes provide visible atmospheres that provide 

us significant opportunity to learn about about the planets

 These atmospheres are remnants of volatile materials 

accreted for the nebula, + an outgassed component (?)

Kreidberg et al. (2014a)



Breakdown of CH4 by stellar UV leads to haze formation 

on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Titan

Morley, Fortney, et al. (2013)

Models for planet GJ 1214b



Towards Better Characterization of 

Exoplanet Composition 

• This is hard

• Compared to solar system scientists, 

exoplanetary astronomers are not a patient 

people

• If transmission spectra are mostly flat (Heather 

Knutson’s talk), well, then what else can we do?

• We’re looking to other viewing geometries 

besides transmission

• Thermal Emission

• Reflection



GJ 1214b as an example: Thick high-altitude soot haze 

from photochemistry can flatten transmission spectrum 

(preliminary results: Morley & 

Fortney, in prep)

What do truly flat transmission spectra look like at other 

viewing geometries?



Ratio is ~25

for GJ 1214b

The Conundrum of 2015: How do we best 

characterize extremely cloudy atmospheres?

r

z
x

• Transmission spectroscopy 

samples relatively long 

path lengths, making 

clouds more important 

(Fortney, 2005)

• Thermal emission may be 

more favorable, due to 

optically thinner clouds

• Planets are relatively “cool” 

so best bet is probably 

thermal emission with 

JWST in the mid IR, where 

planets are brighter and 

clouds less opaque



haze creates temperature inversion

CO dominates high in 

atmosphere

(preliminary results)

Like our 4 solar system giant planets, and Titan, high-altitude

photochemical hazes drive temperature inversions. 



High-altitude hazes cause a temperature inversion which 

creates emission features. 

(preliminary results: Morley & 

Fortney, in prep)

emission

COCO2

CH4



(preliminary results)

Soots and salts/sulfides create different reflection spectra 

salt/sulfide clouds brighten ~0.5-0.7 

microns

soot clouds 

are dark 

between 0.4 

and 0.7 

microns



planetesimals

1 km  100 km

Thinking more about composition:  5000 

Planets from “Population Synthesis”

• Models from Mordasini et al. (2012a,b)

• Low mass planets from 5-15 Mearth may have quite high Zenv

Fortney et al. 

(2013)



planetesimals

1 km  100 km

Very Metal-Rich Atmospheres May be the Rule

• A wide diversity in metal enrichments?

• High Zenv making abundant material for clouds?

Fortney et al (2013)

Kreidberg et al. 

(2014)



planetesimals

1 km  100 km

Very Metal-Rich Atmospheres May be the Rule

• A wide diversity in metal enrichments?

• High Zenv making abundant material for clouds?

Fortney et al (2013)

Nettelmann et al. 

(2011)



We can model the thermal evolution of LMLD planets within a 

simple model that probably captures most behavior

Models should be tied to mass-loss models to 

understanding current (and past) composition

We can get 1st order composition information: The fraction 

of the planet’s mass that is H/He envelope

Remnant cores can tell us about the composition of the 

material below H/He envelopes

Planets are cool, which leads to condensation, and clouds

We’re trying to think about ways to better characterize the 

atmospheres of LMLD planets, in thermal emission and 

reflection, for 2nd order composition information

Thermal emission appears promising

 I’m sorry but it might take some patience

Conclusions I



 In my opinion we need to think a lot more about what we’d 

learn, and what it would mean, when we can measure 

atmospheric abundances

Accreted atmospheres

 What solids do you accrete as a function of orbital 

separation?

 What solids do you accrete in multiplanet vs. single 

systems?  (Does the pot get stirred?)

 Mostly rocky, mostly icy?

 Caron-rich or poor?

Conclusions II

How important is outgassing 

for mostly rocky planets with H-

dominated atmospheres?


